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Anatomy of 
Easy Agile Roadmaps 

GETTING STARTED



Timeline  
Calendar

Theme/Team  
Swimlanes

Version/Date 
Markers

Roadmap  
Breakdown Issues Panel

issues live in the ‘Issues Panel’ on the 
right hand side of the roadmap. Drag 
and drop unscheduled issues from the  
‘Issues Panel’ onto the timeline  
calendar to show when the team will  
begin/end work on an issue



Timeline  
Calendar

Theme/Team  
Swimlanes

Version/Date 
Markers

Roadmap  
Breakdown

swimlanes group together and visualise 
‘themes’ of work, or the work teams will 
accomplish in a given period of time

Theme/Team Swimlanes



Timeline  
Calendar

Theme/Team  
Swimlanes

Version/Date 
Markers

Roadmap  
Breakdown

visualise fix versions and key dates/
milestones on the timeline to better 
align business and engineering 
teams  

Version/Date Markers



Working Your 
Way Around the Roadmap  
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The Roadmap 
Timeline 

GETTING STARTED



searching for issues in the issue panel

Issue Panel 
filter the ‘Issues Panel’ by selecting 
which issue types you want to 
schedule on your roadmap timeline 
from the                      dropdown. 



creating issues on the roadmap

Create Issues  
on the Roadmap
quickly create issues on the 
roadmap. Click the 
                   button to open 
the ‘Create issue’ Jira 
dialogue box. Your new 
issue will appear in the list 
of issues in the ‘Issues 
Panel’ on the right hand 
side of your Roadmap



duplicating or ‘splitting’ issues

Splitting/Duplicating  
Issues on the Roadmap
You told us that you don’t always finish all of the work 
involved in an issue in one go, that’s why we allow you to 
schedule the same issue multiple times on the roadmap.   
 
Click on the issue you wish to schedule multiple times, 
holding down the alt key and drag into position - reflecting 
the way teams REALLY work, and not distorting the roadmap



Theme/Team Swimlanes

GETTING STARTED



creating swimlanes

Creating Theme/Team 
Swimlanes inside the 
Roadmap
quickly create swimlanes inside 
the roadmap. Click the 
button to open the ‘Create 
Theme’ dialogue. Your new 
swimlane will appear at the 
bottom left of the Roadmap



inline editing swimlane names

Inline Editing Swimlane 
Name/Descriptions inside 
the Roadmap
click on the swimlane on the 
Roadmap to begin inline 
editing the name/description



collapsing and re-ordering swimlanes

Re-Ordering Swimlanes
Hovering over the end of the swim lane brings 
up the arrow keys. Use the     arrow key to 
push your swimlane up the roadmap. Use the                  
arrow key to move your swim lane down the 
roadmap

Collapsing Swimlanes
Clicking the      button allows you to collapse the 
swimlane. Alternatively, clicking the        button 
for a collapsed swimlane, expands it back open         

V

V



Version/Static Markers
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creating date/milestone markers
Creating Date/  
Milestone Markers
create date markers/milestones 
on the roadmap to highlight 
important dates by clicking on 
the             button at the top of 
the roadmap. Select 
and enter your marker 
information



editing date/milestone markers

Editing Static 
Markers
Click on the name of the 
marker/milestone you would 
like to edit to bring up the 
‘Edit date marker’ dialogue 
box.  

Alternatively, dragging the 
marker on the roadmap, will 
update its start date 
 
To delete the static marker, 
click on the x to the right of the 
marker’s name



adding version markers to the roadmap

Adding Version 
Markers
add version markers to the 
roadmap to show stakeholders 
when versions will be worked 
on and released. Click on the                     
           button at the top of the 
roadmap. Select                    
and select which versions to 
show on the roadmap.             



editing versions on the roadmap

Editing Version 
Details on the Roadmap

edit version details like name, start/
release date and description 

without leaving the roadmap. 
Click on the version on the roadmap 

to pop the ‘Edit Version’ dialogue.  

Alternatively, dragging and 
dropping the version marker on the 

roadmap will change the versions 
start and release dates



creating new versions on the roadmap

Creating New Versions 
on the Roadmap
Don’t waste time toggling 
between the roadmap and the 
‘Releases’ page in Jira. Create 
new versions in Jira, right 
inside the roadmap.  

Click the             button at the 
top of the roadmap. Select                    
                   and click 



show/hide all markers

Show/Hide Version 
And Date/Milestone Markers
to show/hide all markers on the roadmap, 
click on the         button in the top right of 
the roadmap and select to either 
or                     (to hide markers)



Enabling Quick Filters 
on the Roadmap
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enable quick filters on the roadmap

Show/Hide Version 
And Date/Milestone Markers
Click on the                 button at the top 
of the roadmap and select which of your 
quick filters  you would like enabled on 
the roadmap



Changing the View & 
Exporting the Roadmap
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changing the timescale of the roadmap

View the Roadmap by 
Week, Month or Quarter
Change the timescale of the roadmap by 
clicking on the         button in the top right 
hand corner. Select whether you would like 
to view the roadmap on a weekly, monthly 
or quarterly basis



exporting the roadmap to PDF

Export the Roadmap  
to PDF
Click on the           button 
in the top right hand 
corner of the roadmap. 
Select                        . 
Choose the date range 
you wish to Export and 
click ‘Export’. 


